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Randomised controlled trials for the evaluation of the CAP: empirical evidence about 32 

acceptance by farmers 33 

 34 

Abstract 35 

To conduct a randomised controlled trial (RCT) to evaluate the Common Agricultural Policy it 36 

would be necessary to exclude a random selection of farms from participation. This exclusion might 37 

limit the acceptance of RCTs. We assess the acceptance of an innovative alternative RCT called the 38 

‘unconditional payment RCT’ (upRCT). UpRCTs allow for the evaluation of the impact of policy 39 

measures in which farmers receive a payment conditional on the adoption of farm management 40 

practices (e.g., agri-environment-climate measures). We surveyed Austrian farmers who participated 41 

in the ‘refrain from silage’ measure to compare the acceptance of a conventional RCT and an 42 

upRCT using thought experiments. The acceptance of the farmers was between 18% and 51%, and 43 

the treatment effects of both variants were of comparable size. Our survey suggests that acceptance 44 

of the upRCT is about twice as high as the acceptance of the conventional RCT. We discuss that 45 

upRCTs are useful when a new measure is introduced or when the upRCT is conducted for several 46 

years.  47 

 48 

 49 

1. Introduction 50 

European member states need to justify their expenditures for the Common Agricultural Policy 51 

(CAP). Currently, the evaluation of the CAP is mostly based on economic simulation models (E.G., 52 

KIRCHNER ET AL., 2015; SCHROEDER ET AL., 2015), econometric models (E.G., KIRCHWEGER ET AL., 53 

2015; KLAIBER ET AL., 2017; CHABÉ-FERRET AND SUBERVIE, 2013), case studies (E.G., MITTER ET 54 

AL., 2014) or qualitative approaches (E.G., DARNHOFER ET AL., 2017). One requirement of all the 55 

econometric evaluation approaches is a suitable control group. In evaluations of the CAP, it is often 56 

difficult to find an appropriate control group because i) many CAP measures are carefully designed 57 

to target specific sub-groups; ii) CAP measures are available, on a voluntary basis, to all applicants 58 

who fulfil the eligibility criteria; and iii) CAP measures are typically maintained for several 59 

programme periods, limiting the number of pretreatment observations. To secure an appropriate 60 

control group, randomised controlled trials (RCTs) have become a well-established evaluation 61 

method in labour and development economics. To the best of our knowledge, RCTs have not been 62 

used in evaluation studies of the CAP or in North America (COLEN ET AL., 2016; PALM-FORSTER ET 63 

AL., 2019; BEHAGHEL ET AL., 2019). 64 

The guidelines of the European Evaluation Network for Rural Development (an evaluation expert 65 

network that operates under the responsibility of the European Commission’s Directorate-General 66 
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for Agriculture and Rural Development) consider RCTs to be a ‘golden standard’, although they are 67 

difficult to apply (EENRD, 2014, P. 87). Difficulties with RCTs are also common in other 68 

institutional settings. SHADISH, COOK, & CAMPBELL (2002) describe how the pilot studies or phase-69 

in of a programme can be used to apply RCTs: a random subsample is treated earlier and compared 70 

with the untreated subsample. A similar strategy can be applied in cases of an over-subscription 71 

(i.e., with more applicants than can be supported); who is treated can be randomly determined. 72 

Another option for a random treatment is the ‘encouragement design’ where randomly selected 73 

eligible farms are encouraged (e.g., through targeted information) to participate in a measure. The 74 

intensity of the encouragement is then used as an instrumental variable in the evaluation (for an 75 

application, see, for example, LEÓN (2017)). While they are relatively straightforward to apply, we 76 

are not aware of any evaluations of this kind in the context of the CAP. 77 

A related strand of literature uses RCTs to assess payments for ecosystem services (PES) by private 78 

institutions. SMITH ET AL. (2019) used an RCT to show that the PES paid by a water company to 79 

farmers in central England reduced the metaldehyde concentration in treated water catchments. 80 

JAYACHANDRA ET AL. (2017) used an RCT to show that the decline of the tree cover in Uganda was 81 

reduced by half using PES paid by a nonprofit organisation. In comparison to the CAP, private 82 

companies and nonprofit organisations are not required to grant payments to all the eligible 83 

applications and can therefore randomise who is treated. 84 

Because nobody can be forced to participate in a CAP measure, randomisation in conventional 85 

RCTs could only be achieved by excluding some eligible applicants from participation (i.e., 86 

randomly selecting eligible applicants who must not participate or who can participate only later in 87 

the case of a phase-in). According to the information from the Directorate General for Agriculture 88 

and Rural Development of the European Commission, if an applicant for an agri-environment-89 

climate measure is found to be eligible, the member state is obliged to pay the applicant in full 90 

(EUROPE DIRECT, 2019). Thus, it is impossible to use a conventional RCT as an integral part of a 91 

CAP measure under current EU regulations.  92 

Furthermore, the successful application of RCTs is only possible when there is support by farmers, 93 

their associations and the managing authority. In this article, we elaborate on how evaluation studies 94 

of the CAP could be supplemented with RCTs by considering an innovative RCT variant that was 95 

first described by MORAWETZ (2014) and was referred to by several authors (BEHAGHEL ET AL., 96 

2019; COLEN ET AL., 2016; THOYER AND PRÉGET, 2019). This variant aims to increase the 97 

acceptance of RCTs by farmers but has not yet been tested. We call this variant an ‘unconditional 98 

payment RCT’ (upRCT) because the control group receives the CAP payments of the respective 99 

measure unconditionally. An upRCT is different from a conventional RCT and does not depend on a 100 

phase-in, over-subscription or encouragement design. An upRCT can be applied when the payment 101 
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is conditional on some management practice. For example, the payments of agri-environment-102 

climate measures are usually conditional on farm management that is more environmentally 103 

friendly. The payment intends to compensate for the additional costs or income foregone (e.g., 104 

because no pesticides are used). The key idea of an upRCT is that randomly selected eligible farms 105 

are granted support, but these farmers are free not to follow the management that usually comes as a 106 

condition of the support. Theoretically, this feature does not simply add a control group to CAP 107 

support but should increase the acceptance of such an RCT; the control group (i.e., those receiving 108 

the unconditional payment) are better off than the group without it, and those who are treated are 109 

just as well off. Note that those receiving the conditional payment (i.e., the ‘normal’ participants of 110 

the measure) are referred to as the ‘treated’ group. 111 

There is an argument from behavioural economics regarding why upRCTs might be more 112 

acceptable than RCTs; in an upRCT, those who are randomly selected into the control group ‘gain’ 113 

because the conditionality of payments is removed. In an RCT, those who are randomly selected 114 

into the control group ‘lose’ because they do not receive payments. In both cases, however, one 115 

group is better off, which might be considered to be unfair. From behavioural economics, it is well 116 

known that, for most people, losses have much larger psychological impacts than gains of the same 117 

magnitude (KAHNEMAN AND TVERSKY, 1979). We would thus expect upRCTs to be more 118 

acceptable. In our acceptability assessment below, we survey the acceptance of the control group (in 119 

RCTs and upRCTs). We do not survey the acceptance of those farmers who were not selected into 120 

the (up)RCT control group or of other stakeholders.  121 

This article makes four contributions to improve the understanding of the suitability of RCTs for the 122 

CAP. First, we describe how an RCT and an upRCT could be applied to CAP measures. Second, 123 

using a thought experiment in a survey, we assess whether the acceptance rates of upRCTs are 124 

higher than those of RCTs among farmers. Thought experiments have been used in the economic 125 

literature (dubbed ‘contingent behaviour’) to ask questions related to hypothetical behaviour 126 

(ENGLIN AND CAMERON, 1996). Our estimates are based on a survey among farmers who 127 

participated in the ‘refrain from silage’ agri-environment measure from the Austrian rural 128 

development programme in the year 2017. Third, in the survey, we also test whether there is a 129 

difference between the ‘stated average treatment effect’ in an RCT and that in an upRCT. We call 130 

the effect ‘stated’ because it is based on the replies from the thought experiment. Fourth, the survey 131 

is also used to discuss the extent to which RCTs are useful for evaluating if farmers have already 132 

participated in the evaluated measure before the RCT is conducted. This issue is particularly 133 

relevant for the CAP where many measures are established for several programme periods. 134 

 135 

 136 
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2. Methodological framework: RCTs for the evaluation of the CAP 137 

Typically, the objective of an econometric evaluation study is to estimate the effect of participation 138 

in a programme. In programmes with voluntary participation, the focus of an evaluation study is 139 

usually on the treatment effect on the treated, i.e., on estimating the outcome that would have 140 

happened if the treated had not been treated. The crucial point is that those who are treated can be 141 

systematically different from those who are not treated (otherwise they would not have voluntarily 142 

participated in the programme). If some of the programme outcome would have happened even 143 

without the programme, this is called a ‘windfall gain’ for the programme participants or the ‘dead 144 

weight loss’ of the programme (CHABÉ-FERRET AND SUBERVIE, 2013).  145 

RCTs solve the self-selection problem in voluntary programmes by randomly selecting who is 146 

treated (i.e., those participating in a programme) and who is not treated (i.e., the control group). Let 147 

ATT denote the average treatment effect on the treated, and let y be the outcome of interest. For the 148 

definition of the counterfactual, it is useful to define y1 as the outcome of those treated and y0 as the 149 

outcome of the control group. Let D be a dummy variable that is equal to 1 if there was in fact a 150 

treatment and zero otherwise. Thus, an outcome y0 in combination with D = 1 is counterfactual; we 151 

cannot observe this outcome in reality. The outcome y0 describes the value of the outcome of 152 

interest when not treated (e.g., y0 can be a certain indicator for environmental quality when that 153 

particular farm does not participate in an agri-environment measure), but conditioning on D = 1 154 

reflects treatment (e.g., the farm in fact did participate in the agri-environment measure). In 155 

contrast, y0 combined with D = 0 is observable. The expected value of the estimated ATT is then  156 

 157 

E(ATT̂) = E(y1|D = 1) − E(y0|D = 1)⏟                   = 
average treatment effect on the treated

         (1) 158 

 E(y|D = 1) − E(y|D = 0)⏟                − 
 observed difference in average outcome

(E(y0|D = 1) − E(y0|D = 0))⏟                   
selection bias

 159 

 160 

where y = y0 + (y1 − y0) D.  161 

 162 

If the treatment is randomly assigned, the selection bias disappears because the treated and control 163 

groups are not systematically different. Several assumptions for unbiasedness under random 164 

assignment are necessary: the effect of the treatment is due to the treatment and not to factors 165 

correlated with the treatment (‘exclusion restriction’), there are no systematic missing observations 166 

(‘attrition’), all participants receive the treatment to which they were assigned (‘compliance’) and 167 

there is no interference between participants (‘stable unit treatment value assumption’); see GERBER 168 

& GREEN (2012) for a detailed discussion. 169 
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Another requirement (for all empirical evaluation methods) is that the outcome of interest must be 170 

observed for participants and non-participants. The outcome of interest can be some indicator of 171 

environmental quality or economic performance. Most CAP measures, however, are action–based 172 

and focus on the farm management itself (e.g., refraining from pesticides rather than increased 173 

biodiversity) (see (BURTON AND SCHWARZ, 2013)). We therefore focus on the evaluation of action–174 

based measures and farm management as outcomes.  175 

 176 

2.1  Unconditional payment randomised controlled trials (upRCTs)  177 

An upRCT is applicable when the payment of a programme is conditional on a certain farm 178 

management practice, as is typical for action-based measures. When applying the upRCT, a random 179 

selection of eligible farms is granted the payment unconditionally. Thus, these farms must not 180 

participate in the CAP measure (and are therefore the random control group) but they receive 181 

payments for programme participation without having to comply with the conditions. Given that the 182 

recipients of unconditional payments manage their farms as if they were not participating (at least 183 

with respect to the outcome of interest), we observe E(y0| D = 1). This allows for estimating the 184 

average bias as E(y0| D = 1) − E(y0| D = 0) and the ATT as E(y1| D = 1) − E(y0| D = 1).  185 

The key hypothesis for the validity of an upRCT is the equality of the ATT derived from the upRCT 186 

and RCT. A first reason why this might fail is that the moral obligations of the unconditional 187 

payment recipients might influence their behaviour. The literature on experimental auctions 188 

analysed ‘reciprocal obligation’ (CORRIGAN AND ROUSU, 2006). The idea is that the participant 189 

wants to repay something to the experimenter by bidding high. In our context, this practice would 190 

mean that a farmer may voluntarily comply with the conditionality to repay the managing authority 191 

for the unconditional payment. The effect of ‘reciprocal obligation’ is more likely in experimental 192 

auctions than in an CAP measure evaluation because the experimenter in a face-to-face 193 

experimental auction is a real person whereas the unconditional payment is provided by a managing 194 

authority. Additionally, the costs of paying something back are typically low in experimental 195 

auctions (a few Euros), but the related costs can be high in the context of CAP measures. 196 

The second – and main – reason that the key hypothesis may fail is that not being admitted to 197 

participate in the measure (i.e., becoming part of the control group) is perfectly correlated with the 198 

unconditional payment. The change in the budget constraint of the control group resulting from the 199 

unconditional payment can change the (optimal) farm management. If this is the case, an upRCT is 200 

not suitable. Generally, the larger the payment is, the more likely the unconditional payment is to 201 

affect the optimal farm management. For a theoretical analysis of how the changes in the budget 202 

constraint influence production decisions, see CHAU & GORTER (2005).  203 
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When statistically testing the hypothesis of equal ATTs, it is helpful to augment the notation 204 

introduced above. The perfect correlation between being randomly selected into the control group 205 

and receiving the unconditional payment can be represented by replacing the dummy variable D for 206 

treatment with two dummy variables. We can define A as a dummy variable that is A = 1 if an 207 

applying eligible farm is admitted to the programme and therefore has to comply with the 208 

conditions of the measure. Then, A = 0 when an applying and eligible farm is not admitted to the 209 

programme and therefore does not have to comply with the conditions. We define P as another 210 

dummy variable that is P = 1 if there is a payment to the farm, and P = 0 if there is no payment to 211 

the farm. Those applying and eligible farms that are randomly selected and receive unconditional 212 

payments (i.e., the control group) have A = 0 and P = 1. The applying and eligible farms that are not 213 

randomly selected (i.e., the treatment group) will have A = 1 and P = 1. Table 1 compares the 214 

expected values of the outcomes in the RCTs and upRCTs. The upRCT differs from the RCT, as 215 

those who were not admitted to participate (A = 0) receive unconditional payments (P = 1).  216 

 217 

[Table 1] 218 

 219 

The ‘exclusion restriction’ requires that the effect of a treatment is due to the treatment and not to 220 

factors correlated with the treatment (GERBER AND GREEN, 2012, P. 39). In our case of a randomly 221 

determined control group, the exclusion restriction means that being randomly selected into the 222 

control group must not be correlated with factors influencing the outcome. In the case of an upRCT, 223 

the unconditional payment is perfectly correlated with the random selection into the control group 224 

(P = 1 whenever farms are selected for non-admission A = 0). Thus, if the unconditional payment 225 

has an effect on the outcome, the exclusion restriction is not fulfilled. We can test if the 226 

unconditional payment makes a difference by comparing the outcome of interest between an RCT 227 

and an upRCT (see Table 1): 228 

 229 

E(y0| A = 0, P = 1) = E(y0| A = 0, P = 0)         (2) 230 

 231 

In the RCT literature, a usual assumption is that a certain measure is newly introduced. In the case 232 

of CAP evaluations, this is not always possible, since many measures have been offered with slight 233 

variations over many programme periods. In this case, the long-term commitments by farmers 234 

might have been made in expectation of payments from the measure. This expectation can be 235 

interpreted as a violation of the ‘compliance’ assumption because the random control group was 236 

expecting to receive the treatment. If the RCT or upRCT is conducted for only a short period of 237 
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time (e.g., a year), then changing the farm management might not be optimal, even if it would be in 238 

the longer run. 239 

Therefore, if the measure is not new, it is necessary to conduct the (up)RCT for a longer time period 240 

(i.e., the time it takes to change delivery contracts, for investments to be profitable and to gain 241 

experience). Otherwise, there is a risk that farmers just continue doing what they have been doing in 242 

the previous period. 243 

Finally, when randomly selecting who receives payments unconditionally as part of an upRCT, it is 244 

necessary to consider not only eligible applicants but also eligible non-applicants. Otherwise, risk-245 

loving non-applicants might decide to apply just for the chance to receive unconditional payments. 246 

If practical reasons make this practice infeasible, it is necessary to stipulate that farmers cannot 247 

resign from the contract once they know whether they are in the upRCT control group. 248 

 249 

3. Measuring the acceptability of upRCTs to evaluate the ‘refrain from silage’ agri-250 

environment measure 251 

Support for the evaluation of CAP measures based on an upRCT can only be expected if the method 252 

is well understood. In the following, we present an acceptability assessment among Austrian 253 

farmers using a thought experiment in a survey. Thought experiments, sometimes called ‘contingent 254 

behaviour’, are used to ask questions related to hypothetical behaviour (ENGLIN AND CAMERON, 255 

1996). The objective of our thought experiment is to test the acceptance of an RCT and an upRCT 256 

and to investigate the assumption from equation (2) for the ‘refrain from silage’ agri-environment 257 

measure. This agri-environment measure is part of the current Austrian ‘Rural Development 258 

Programme’ 2014-2020.  259 

The objective of the ‘refrain from silage’ measure is to increase biodiversity and preserve traditional 260 

land management. Farms are compensated for the additional costs and income foregone due to the 261 

production of hay instead of silage. Since grass is expected to be cut later for hay production than 262 

for silage production, hay is expected to have a positive effect on biodiversity. Since the effect on 263 

biodiversity (as the result of a farm management) is difficult to measure, our outcome of interest is 264 

hay production, i.e., the management practice per se. The evaluation of the management practice is 265 

also interesting because, since the first introduction of the ‘refrain from silage’ measure in the year 266 

2000, the market for hay-milk products has substantially expanded. 267 

Hay and silage are both used as fodder for livestock. The production of hay requires the cut grass to 268 

dry before it is stored. However, when producing silage, the cut grass can be immediately wrapped 269 

into silage bales. Therefore, hay production is much more susceptible to weather risk. For the 270 

production of silage bales, a wrapper is necessary. This mobile machinery can be shared among 271 

farms. Once the silage bales have been produced, they can be conveniently stored outdoors. 272 
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However, storing hay requires an indoor space, which means that storing hay is in general more 273 

expensive. The nutritional value of silage is higher than that of hay. When using only hay, fodder 274 

supplements (concentrated feed) need to be given. The weather risk of hay can be reduced if famers 275 

use hay ventilation, which allows for partly drying hay indoors. Hay ventilation also improves 276 

fodder quality, but it requires an investment, and the ventilation itself increases energy costs.  277 

Thus, silage has some advantages with respect to production, feed quality and costs. One reason 278 

why farms refrain from using silage, independent from participating in the agri-environment 279 

measure, is that dairies pay a higher price for raw milk from cows that are fed without silage. This 280 

raw milk is used to produce ‘hay milk’ products that have higher consumer prices than conventional 281 

milk products and for the production of traditional hard cheese. Milk producing farms can sign a 282 

hay milk delivery contract with the dairy and thereby commit to not feeding silage. Terminating the 283 

contract with the dairy is usually possible within a lead time of a couple of months, but there is no 284 

guarantee that farms can re-join again later under similar conditions (WIENER ZEITUNG, 2017). 285 

The ‘refrain from silage’ agri-environment measure in Austria requires farms to completely refrain 286 

from producing, using, storing and trading silage. The payment for cattle farms is currently 80 287 

Euros per hectare per year. If these cattle farms produce raw milk, the payment is 150 Euros per 288 

hectare. There is no payment for farms without cattle. 289 

In an online survey conducted in the spring of 2018 among farmers in Austria who participated in 290 

2017 in the ‘refrain from silage’ measure, we explained the concept of RCTs and upRCTs and 291 

conducted two different thought experiments by setting up two different hypothetical scenarios. i) 292 

In one thought experiment (‘RCT’), the respondents received a hypothetical letter that explained 293 

that they cannot participate in the ‘refrain from silage’ measure in the next year. The respondents 294 

will not receive any payments and are free to either comply or not with the conditions of the 295 

measure. ii) In a second thought experiment (‘upRCT’), the respondents received a hypothetical 296 

letter that explained that they cannot participate in the ‘refrain from silage’ measure in the next year 297 

but will still receive the payments that usually come with participating in the measure. Even though 298 

they receive the payments, they are not obliged to comply with the conditions of the measure. In the 299 

survey, each respondent was presented both thought experiments. The order of the two thought 300 

experiments was randomised. 301 

First, we asked respondents whether they would accept either the RCT or the upRCT and their 302 

reasons. Second, in order to test the assumption from equation (2), we asked the respondents for 303 

their hypothetical hay production in each of the thought experiments (measured as a share of the 304 

total mowing material) and the reasons for their answers. We also asked for some farm 305 

characteristics and were able to use additional farm-specific data from the Integrated Administration 306 

and Control System (IACS).  307 
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There is an extensive literature on the usefulness of hypothetical scenarios in surveys. A recent 308 

meta-analysis of hypothetical biases of PENN & HU (2018) in the context of valuation studies found 309 

that surveys systematically differ in the magnitude of the hypothetical bias. These findings include 310 

that, on average, questions related to public goods have a higher bias, there is no statistically 311 

significant difference between survey modes (personal surveys, lab, online surveys, etc.) and that 312 

certainty follow-up questions substantially reduced the hypothetical bias.  313 

Compared to the valuation of a public good, the first hypothetical task that we ask farmers to 314 

perform is relatively easy (to consider if they would accept an (up)RCT). Additionally, there is no 315 

obvious strategic behaviour. The second hypothetical task (to estimate the percentage of hay 316 

production if selected in the control group) may be more difficult, but the within-respondent design 317 

(each respondent answers both the RCT and the upRCT) helped to reduce the number of potentially 318 

confounding factors across respondents.  319 

We also applied a variant of the certainty follow-up question to check for an uncertainty related bias 320 

(see appendix A1 for details); the results did not change substantially when using only those 321 

respondents who were certain about their replies. We are thus optimistic that having a hypothetical 322 

survey does not undermine our conclusions. 323 

All data analysis was performed using the R software (R CORE TEAM, 2018), and the online survey 324 

was performed using LimeSurvey. The translated questionnaires are available on the webpage of the 325 

corresponding author. 326 

 327 

3.1. Results of the acceptability assessment 328 

In 2017, a total of 11,021 farms received payments from the ‘refrain from silage’ agri-environment 329 

measure. (The data were retrieved from the IACS database in the spring of 2018.) Of these farms, 330 

5,451 farmers could not be contacted because no email address was recorded. Of those farms with 331 

an email address in the database (5,570 farms), 23% (1,250) completed and 4% (245) started but did 332 

not complete the survey. Table 2 shows that the respondents had, on average, more utilised 333 

agricultural area and more livestock units and received higher agri-environment payments and 334 

higher ‘refrain from silage’ payments than non-respondents and those for whom no email address 335 

was available.  336 

 337 

[Table 2] 338 

 339 

Our survey is not representative with respect to these farm characteristics. Weighting respondents to 340 

be representative with respect to these observed characteristics is possible. However, 341 

representativeness with respect to our variables of interest (acceptance of (up)RCTs and percentage 342 
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of hay production when participating in an (up)RCT) is unknown. It is thus unknown whether 343 

weighting would improve or worsen the representativeness. Nevertheless, in the appendix A2, we 344 

show that the results do not change substantially when we conduct weighting by post-stratifying 345 

(LOHR, 2009, P. 342) responses according to the payments for ‘refrain from silage’ (above and 346 

below the median), milk production and organic farming.  347 

Based on the survey data, we find a pronounced order effect for acceptance (see Table 3). Among 348 

those who were first presented the RCT, the acceptance rate of an upRCT is 51%; and among those 349 

who were first presented the upRCT, the acceptance rate of an upRCT is 31%.  350 

 351 

[Table 3] 352 

 353 

The participants had the option to select multiple reasons why they would (or would not) accept an 354 

RCT or an upRCT (see Table 4). We find that 48% of the respondents who would accept 355 

participation in an RCT would do so because they think that it is important to demonstrate the effect 356 

of the measure. A proportion of 31% of the respondents would accept participation in an RCT 357 

because the received payment is so low that it does not make a difference whether they receive or 358 

do not receive the payment. Those who would not accept participation in an RCT find it unfair 359 

(52%), would be disadvantaged by participating (57%) or had counted on the payment (52%). 360 

 361 

[Table 4] 362 

 363 

Referring to the upRCT, we find that 48% of the respondents who would accept participation do so 364 

because they think it is important that the effect of the measure will be proven. We find that 35% of 365 

those who would accept an upRCT would do so because it is advantageous for them. Among the 366 

‘other reasons’ (26%), respondents emphasised the opportunity to produce silage in case of rain 367 

during harvest time. Among those who would not accept an upRCT, 31% consider the upRCT to be 368 

unfair. Hence, the upRCT is considered as fairer than the RCT (which is considered as unfair by 369 

52%), but the majority would not accept an upRCT because, in their view, it makes no sense to 370 

accept unconditional payments (71%). This point suggests that better explanations of the idea of 371 

upRCTs could increase acceptance. ‘Other reasons’ for not accepting (up)RCTs can be summarised 372 

as a preference for hay production, regardless of the incentive structures. These farmers listed the 373 

steepness of slopes that makes silage production more expensive, existing contracts with a dairy, 374 

their ‘current farm management plan’, or the ‘smell of silage as a problem in agri-tourism’ as 375 

reasons why silage would not be an option in any case.  376 
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Regardless of whether they accepted the measure or not, we asked respondents to tell us how much 377 

hay they would produce in the RCT and the upRCT thought experiments (as a percentage of the 378 

total mowing material). The mean values of hay production varied between 90% and 93% for the 379 

RCT (depending on whether the RCT or the upRCT was presented first) and between 93% and 94% 380 

for the upRCT, as shown in Table 5. The black line in the top panel of Figure 1 shows the percent of 381 

hay production in the RCT scenario. The respondents are sorted by percentage of hay production in 382 

the RCT scenario. Maintaining the same order of respondents, the red dots show the percentage of 383 

hay production in the upRCT scenario. When the red dots are on the black line, the respondents 384 

produce the same percentage of hay in the RCT and the upRCT scenario. When the red dots are 385 

above the black line, the respondents produce more hay in the upRCT scenario. When the red dots 386 

are below the black line, the respondents produce less hay in the upRCT scenario. For the majority 387 

of the respondents, their hay production is identical in both scenarios (85% of respondents). For 388 

11% of the respondents, their hay production is higher in the upRCT scenario. This result could be 389 

explained by moral reciprocity or the budget constraint making hay production sub-optimal without 390 

payment. Figure 1 also shows that some respondents (4%) state that they would produce more in the 391 

RCT than in the upRCT scenario. We do not have an economic explanation for these replies. 392 

Using the stated hay production, the stated treatment effect on the treated can be derived by 393 

subtracting it from 100. The stated ATT is thus an 8% (RCT) and a 6% (upRCT) increase in hay 394 

production as a consequence of the ‘refrain from silage’ measure. We also analysed the results for 395 

only those who would accept participation in an RCT and an upRCT. The results are not 396 

substantially different, as shown in oppendix A3. 397 

 398 

[Table 5] 399 

 400 

The last row of Table 5 shows that there is a statistically significant difference from approximately 401 

1 to 3 percentage points in the stated average treatment effect (i.e., between the mean hay 402 

production in the RCT and the upRCT scenarios). This small difference between the upRCT and 403 

RCT might be due to reciprocal obligations or changes in the budget constraint in the upRCT. 404 

Using the replies of the respondents, we investigate these two reasons. In one of the debriefing 405 

questions of the questionnaire, respondents were asked whether the unconditional payment in the 406 

upRCT scenario was a reason for producing hay. The respondents who answered yes were asked 407 

more specifically if it was moral reciprocity or budget constraints that made the unconditional 408 

payment important in the decision to produce hay. We find that 7% (83 respondents) of those who 409 

produced hay in the upRCT thought experiment felt morally obliged to produce hay. To investigate 410 

the influence of the budget constraint, we did not rely on the responses to the debriefing question 411 
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(5% said that the budget constraint was the reason for producing hay in the upRCT scenario) but 412 

instead compared the RCT scenario to the upRCT scenario. We tested if the change in the budget 413 

constraint due to the unconditional payment had an influence. We did so by comparing the stated 414 

hay production in the RCT thought experiment (without payment) to the stated hay production in 415 

the upRCT thought experiment (with unconditional payment). Since each respondent participated in 416 

both thought experiments (the order was randomised), this is a within-respondent design. We find 417 

that 11% of the respondents (134 respondents) stated that they would produce more hay in the 418 

upRCT thought experiment than what they stated in the RCT thought experiment. Of these 134 419 

respondents, 15 also replied that they felt a moral obligation to produce hay under the upRCT. After 420 

omitting these 15 respondents, the percentage of those affected by budget constraints decreased to 421 

10.5%. This figure reflects how many farms increase their quantity of hay produced because the 422 

unconditional payment relaxes their budget constraint. However, many of these farms only produce 423 

slightly more hay in the upRCT experiment than in the RCT thought experiment, which can be seen 424 

in the bottom panel of Figure 1.  425 

 426 

[Figure 1] 427 

 428 

All our respondents participated in the measure in the year before the survey took place (2017) and 429 

consequently produced 100% hay in that year. Thus, switching from hay to silage production for 430 

one year might not be possible or reasonable. The reasons for this include the following. Among all 431 

the respondents, 60% have existing hay-milk delivery contracts, 51% lack silos or a silage bale 432 

press and wrapper, and 32% state that they have limited knowledge about silage production. At least 433 

one of these three limitations to switching to silage production in the short run applies to 79% of the 434 

respondents. For some of these respondents, the (up)RCT is not applicable because contracts, 435 

investments and experience are a consequence of having participated in the measure (one could say 436 

that the ‘compliance’ assumption is not fulfilled). 437 

In Table 6, we use linear regressions to explain the hay production in the upRCT scenario minus the 438 

hay production in the RCT scenario as a percentage. The first column reproduces the results from 439 

the last row of Table 5; the intercept is the average difference between the hay produced in the 440 

upRCT and RCT (last column, last row in Table 5). The dummy variable for respondents where the 441 

upRCT scenario was presented before the RCT scenario, 1.7 percentage points, is identical to the 442 

difference 2.9 − 1.2 in the bottom row of Table 5. In the second column of Table 6, we control for 443 

existing hay-milk contracts, lack of silage production facilities and limited silage production 444 

experience. The intercept decreases by 0.45 percentage point, confirming our main conclusion that a 445 

significant but small difference between the upRCT and RCT scenarios exists. The dummy for 446 
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‘upRCT presented first’ remains practically unchanged, the dummy for existing hay contracts is 447 

significant and positive (10% level), and the dummies for no silage production facilities and limited 448 

knowledge are insignificant. Together, the three dummies for restricted silage production 449 

possibilities are insignificant with an F1212,3-statistic of 1.075 (p-value: 0.36). An alternative to 450 

conditioning the estimated coefficients using only those respondents who do not have silage 451 

production restrictions is dropping the restricted observations. After running the regression with 452 

only the 253 unrestricted observations, we find a decrease in the intercept of 0.61 percentage points 453 

compared to the unconditional regression. Again, this finding does not change our main conclusion. 454 

Interestingly, the dummy for ‘upRCT presented first’ becomes insignificant. 455 

 456 

[Table 6] 457 

 458 

In this analysis, we focus on the difference between the RCT and upRCT. However, if the interest 459 

was in estimating the ATT, the selection which observations to disregard needs further 460 

considerations. Some farms did not use silage even before the measure was introduced: higher hay 461 

milk prices (traditional hard cheese production requires hay milk), higher silage production costs 462 

due to steep slopes and limited knowledge about silage production were already prevailing issues 463 

before the ‘refrain from silage’ measure was introduced. For those farms, the ATT is zero, and they 464 

should be included in the estimation of the ATT. If, instead, participation in the ‘refrain from silage’ 465 

measure in previous years made the farm commit itself to hay production (e.g., by signing a hay 466 

milk contract), the farm should not be included. Otherwise, the compliance assumption is not 467 

fulfilled. Thus, our 79% is the upper limit of the share of the farms where previous participation in 468 

the measure makes them unsuitable for the estimation of the ATT. 469 

It is tempting to use the stated ATT for hay production elicited from the thought experiments as an 470 

estimate of the real ATT (i.e., from a non-hypothetical (up)RCT). We caution against this because 471 

the RCT and the upRCT scenarios were hypothetical. We did our best to ensure that our thought 472 

experiments were realistic, but our main focus was on testing acceptance and the assumptions from 473 

equation (2). To estimate the treatment effects, it would be necessary to pay unconditional payments 474 

for a longer time period (e.g., a seven-year CAP programming period). Doing so in a real 475 

experiment is possible, but doing so in a thought experiment is very difficult, as it involves complex 476 

hypothetical considerations for respondents. We thus consider a questionnaire to be unsuitable for 477 

estimating the treatment effects if long-term farm management decisions are involved. Our short-478 

term thought experiment is sufficient to analyse whether there is a difference in the acceptance and 479 

the behaviour of farms in an RCT and in an upRCT but not to estimate the treatment effects.  480 

 481 
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4. Conclusions 482 

Most CAP measures are voluntary, and all eligible applicants can participate. Consequently, a 483 

suitable control group is often not available. For the evaluation of a CAP measure where payments 484 

are conditional on a particular farm management practice, we describe a variant of RCTs: we define 485 

an unconditional payment RCT (upRCT) as an RCT in which a randomly selected group (the 486 

control group) receives payments unconditionally. An upRCT evaluation has the advantage that 487 

those who are randomly selected are better off than those not selected and are therefore more likely 488 

to accept this kind of evaluation method. In contrast, those who are randomly selected in an RCT 489 

are worse off than those not selected and are therefore likely to oppose it. 490 

For upRCTs to be useful for an evaluation, the management decision of farms must not be 491 

influenced by the unconditional payment. Farmers might be influenced because of moral reciprocal 492 

obligations and the changes in their budget constraints from the unconditional payment. We 493 

investigated these two assumptions for the case of the Austrian ‘refrain from silage’ agri-494 

environment measure. We use an online survey to conduct a thought experiment among the 495 

participants in the measure. The measure requires participants to refrain from producing, using, 496 

storing and trading silage. We find the acceptance of a hypothetical RCT to be between 18% and 497 

26% and the acceptance of a hypothetical upRCT to be between 31% and 51%. The spread is 498 

explained by the order in which we presented the RCT and the upRCT in our within-respondent 499 

survey design. The responses also show that 71% of those who would not accept an upRCT do so 500 

because they do not understand the purpose of the unconditional payment. Non-familiarity with the 501 

evaluation methods suggest that the acceptance of an upRCT could be further increased by 502 

explaining the purpose of upRCTs more extensively.  503 

We also asked farmers how much hay they would produce if the conditionality of the measure was 504 

lifted. We find that there is a statistically significant difference in the reduction of hay production in 505 

the RCT and the upRCT scenarios. The difference, however, amounts to only 2 percentage points on 506 

average. This finding suggests that – at least in our case – the difference in the stated treatment 507 

effect is relatively low, and the reciprocal obligations and the change in the budget constraint do not 508 

play major roles. Given the substantially higher acceptance among farmers and the relatively small 509 

difference in the estimated stated treatment effects, the results suggest that an upRCT has 510 

advantages over an RCT for the evaluation of the CAP.  511 

The applicability of (up)RCTs as a method for the evaluation of the CAP depends on the acceptance 512 

of (up)RCTs by stakeholders. A future survey design could therefore be to survey farmers 513 

(treatment and control group), famer representatives and the managing authority on the acceptance 514 

of (up)RCTs as an evaluation method. Future research also needs to investigate the heterogeneity in 515 

the acceptance of different measures, cost-benefit issues and legal issues related to RCTs. In the 516 
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past, the European Commission has demonstrated that it is flexible when enabling innovative ideas 517 

in the CAP (TERWAN ET AL., 2016). 518 

The main contribution of our study is to compare an upRCT to an RCT and assess their acceptance 519 

for the first time. Our empirical assessment is based on thought experiments. Acceptance may thus 520 

be overestimated. However, our finding that upRCTs are generally more accepted than RCTs is 521 

likely to hold because higher upRCT acceptance was found throughout all sub-samples, and it is 522 

based on a within-respondent design. Respondents’ replies suggest that upRCTs are accepted 523 

because of higher benefits and because upRCTs are perceived as fairer than RCTs (possibly because 524 

of loss-aversion). We also emphasize that (up)RCTs must be conducted for longer periods of time 525 

for the measures already in place. The last point is relevant for the CAP because CAP measures 526 

often hardly change for several programme periods. It is important to keep in mind that the lack of 527 

pretreatment observations is a challenge for experimental and econometric evaluation methods 528 

alike. If no pretreatment evaluations are available, long-term upRCTs may be the only option to 529 

generate a reliable control group. This is particularly true for measures where a substantial share of 530 

participants have already been participating in the evaluated measure in the previous programme 531 

period. 532 

 533 
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Tables: 

 617 

 618 

  RCTs upRCTs 

Average outcome of 

participants (y1) 
E(y1 | A = 1, P = 1) = 

E(y1 | D = 1) 

E(y1 | A = 1, P = 1) = 

E(y1 | D = 1) 
   
Average outcome of non-

participants (y0) 
E(y0 | A = 0, P = 0) = 

E(y0 | D = 0)  

E(y0 | A = 0, P = 1)  

Selection bias in E(ATT) E(y0 | D = 1) −  

E(y0 | D = 0)  

= 0 

E(y0 | D = 1) − 

E(y0 | D = 0)  

= 0 if:   

E(y0 | A = 0, P = 1) = 

E(y0 | A = 0, P = 0) 

Table 1: Expected values (E( )) of the outcomes of participants (y1) and non-participants (y0) 

conditional on being admitted to a programme (A = 1), receiving a payment (P = 1) and being 

admitted and receiving a payment (D = 1). 
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 620 

  Mean   St. dev. Min. Max. Median # Obs. 

Utilised agricultural area (ha) 15.53 

 

15.82 0.10 320.35 10.87 11,021 

   Respondents: survey completed 18.55 

 

16.04 0.78 136.06 13.87 1,250 

   Respondents: survey not completed 17.39 

 

15.50 0.59 128.83 13.20 245 

   Non-respondents 16.28 

 

16.87 0.10 320.35 11.32 4,075 

   Not contacted (no email) 14.18 ** 14.81 0.57 278.33 9.86 5,451 

Livestock units 18.26 

 

16.37 0.46 317.38 13.43 11,021 

   Respondents: survey completed 21.74 

 

18.26 1.11 142.03 16.46 1,250 

   Respondents: survey not completed 19.42 * 16.34 0.52 106.74 14.63 245 

   Non-respondents 19.25 

 

17.84 0.46 317.38 14.22 4,075 

   Not contacted (no email) 16.67 ** 14.47 0.75 182.88 12.10 5,451 

Agri-environment payments (€) 5,332.43 

 

4,893.09 18.32 113,265.59 3,901.75 11,021 

   Respondents: survey completed 6,973.04 

 

6,073.85 168.31 76,758.13 5,225.05 1,250 

   Respondents: survey not completed 5,766.85 ** 4,381.56 104.36 27,223.36 4,625.50 245 

   Non-respondents 5,668.95 

 

5,264.86 18.32 113,265.59 4,181.52 4,075 

   Not contacted (no email) 4,685.11 ** 4,153.02 162.01 47,643.93 3,432.83 5,451 

‘Refrain from silage' payment (€) 1,365.52 

 

1,359.88 0.64 20,146.09 901.60 11,021 

   Respondents: survey completed 1,711.69 

 

1,638.03 3.24 10,742.08 1,166.10 1,250 

   Respondents: survey not completed 1,458.26 * 1,437.40 32.24 7,857.40 970.25 245 

   Non-respondents 1,444.42 

 

1,432.10 0.64 20,146.09 963.08 4,075 

   Not contacted (no email) 1,222.99 ** 1,202.45 2.13 11,415.79 790.74 5,451 

Notes: All values are for the year 2017. 

 The significance levels for the mean difference between 'Respondents: survey completed' and 'Respondents: 

survey not completed' and between 'Respondents: survey not completed' and 'Non-respondents' and between 

'Non-respondents' and 'Not contacted (no email)' are as follows: * 5% level, and ** 1% level. 

Table 2: Farm characteristics of Austrian farms in the survey based on the ‘refrain from silage’ 

measure. Source: IACS database (Federal Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism, Austria; 

Agrarmarkt Austria) and own calculations. 
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 623 

  RCT presented first    upRCT presented first    All    

Acceptance RCT  26%  

 

18%  

 

22%  

 Acceptance upRCT  51%  

 

31%  

 

41%  

  

Table 3: Acceptance of the RCT and the upRCT. Number of respondents: 1246 (some respondents 

did not reply to both questions). 
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 626 

RCT:     upRCT:   

Accept because … 

  

Accept because … 

 … it is important to prove the effect of the 

measure 48% 

 

… it is important to prove the 

effect of the measure 48% 

… I can easily forgo the payment (e.g., 

because it is so low) 31% 

 

… it results in an advantage for 

me 35% 

Other reasons 30% 

 

Other reasons 26% 

Do not accept because … 

  

Do not accept because … 

 … it is unfair 52% 

 

… it is unfair 31% 

… it results in a  

disadvantage for me 57% 

 

… unconditional payments do not 

make sense 71% 

… I have counted on the payment (e.g., 

for investments) 52% 

   … I am generally against checking the 

effect of measures 3% 

 

… I am generally against 

checking the effect of measures 3% 

Other reasons 19%   Other reasons 26% 
Note: More than one answer was possible 

Table 4: Reasons for accepting the RCT and the upRCT. 
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 629 

  

RCT 

presented 

first 

  upRCT 

presented 

first 

All 

  

RCT 

      Mean 90% 

 

93% 

 

92% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th percentile 100%   100%   100%   

upRCT 

      Mean 93% 

 

94% 

 

94% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th percentile 100%   100%   100%   

Difference upRCT-RCT 

     Mean 2.9 *** 1.2 ** 2.0 *** 
Note: For the mean difference from zero, *** represents 1% significance and **5% 

significance. 

Table 5: Percentage of hay production. The stated average treatment effect on the treated is 100% 

minus the stated hay production. 
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 632 

  

All  

observations   

All  

observations   

Unrestricted  

observations   

Constant 2.907 *** 2.456 *** 2.297 *** 

 

(0.598) 

 

(0.760) 

 

(0.880) 

 upRCT scenario presented first (dummy) -1.723 ** -1.751 ** -0.460 

 

 

(0.797) 

 

(0.799) 

 

(1.716) 

 Existing hay-milk contract (dummy) 

  

1.301 * 

  

   

(0.779) 

   Lack of silage production facilities (dummy) 

  

0.0002 

   

   

(0.771) 

   Limited experience in silage production (dummy) 

  

-0.564 

         (0.868)       

Observations 1,215 

 

1,215 

 

253 

 R2 0.004   0.006   0.0003   

Note: * 10%, ** 5%, and ***1% significance 

      
Table 6: Results of the linear regressions conditioning the difference between the upRCT and RCTS 

scenarios on farms not restricted in the production of silage. Dependent variable: hay production 

percentage in the upRCT scenario minus the hay production percentage in the RCT scenario. The 

unrestricted observations are those farms that do not have an existing hay-milk contract, do not lack 

silage production facilities and do not have limited experience in silage production. The robust 

standard errors are in parenthesis. 
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 637 

 638 

Figures: 

 639 

Figure 1: Stated hay production in the upRCT and the RCT scenarios. Respondents sorted by the 

hay production percentage in the RCT scenario. 

 640 
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 644 

 645 
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 647 

 648 

 649 

 650 

 651 

 652 
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Appendix  658 

 659 

A1. Certainty follow-up 660 

After asking for acceptance of (up)RCTs and after asking how much hay farmers would produce if 661 

they took part in an upRCT we asked participants to rate the statements 1) ‘The thought experiment 662 

was easy to imagine’ and 2) ‘The percentage of hay was easy to estimate’ (see Table A1.1). Using 663 

only those respondents who selected ‘Agree’ to the first statement we re-estimated the results from 664 

Table 3, see Table A1.2. Using only those respondents who selected ‘Agree’ to the second statement 665 

we re-estimated the results from Table 5, see Table A1.3. The difference in the results is small 666 

enough to suggest that difficulties in imagining the thought experiment and estimating the hay 667 

production would not undermine the main conclusions of our results. 668 

 669 

[Table A1.1] 670 

 671 

[Table A1.2] 672 

 673 

[Table A1.3] 674 

 675 
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A2. Post-stratification 677 

Our sample is not representative with respect to the farm characteristics utilized agricultural area, 678 

livestock units, agri-environment payments and ‘refrain from silage’ payments. To investigate if it 679 

makes a difference when we weight respondents according to the number of farms in the population 680 

they represent, we estimate our main results using post-stratification (Lohr 2009, 342). Post-681 

stratified estimates are approximately unbiased if within each post-stratum 1) each unit has the same 682 

probability of responding, 2) the response propensity is the same for every unit, or 3) the response is 683 

uncorrelated with the response propensity (Lohr 2009, 343). Whether one of these requirements is 684 

fulfilled is untestable. Additionally, as a rule of thumb at least 20 responses per post-stratum are 685 

recommended and the response rate for each group should be 50% (Lohr 2009, 343).  686 

Table A2.4 shows the post-strata used. The farms are grouped as follows: whether the ‘refrain from 687 

silage’ payment is above or below the median of 902€, whether the farm is producing milk 688 

(payment for milk producers is 150€ per hectare instead of 80€ per hectare), whether the farm is an 689 

organic farm (farmers of organic farms may have a different attitude towards certain farm 690 

management practices). In total, this resulted in eight different post-strata where one respondent 691 

represents between 4.68 and 12.74 farms. As we have responses from 11% of the population, 692 

achieving the recommended representation factor of 2 is not feasible here. We use the R package 693 

‘survival’ to derive the post-stratified weights and standard errors (Lumley 2010). 694 

Table A2.5, A2.6 and A2.7 show the re-estimated results from Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 using 695 

post-stratified values. The comparison reveals that weighting observations does not substantially 696 

change the results. 697 

 698 

[Table A2.4] 699 

 700 

[Table A2.5] 701 

 702 

[Table A2.6] 703 

 704 

[Table A2.7] 705 

  706 
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A3. Replies by RCT/upRCT accepting only. 707 

Independent of whether they accepted the measure or not, we asked participants to tell us how much 708 

hay they would produce in the RCT and the upRCT thought experiments (as a percentage of the 709 

total mowing material). In Table A3.8 we restricted the sample to observations where the 710 

respondent would accept the RCT or the upRCT. Comparing Table 5 to Table A3.8 reveals that the 711 

difference is not substantial. 712 

[Table A3.8] 713 

 714 
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References for the appendix: 717 
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Lumley, Thomas. 2010. Complex Surveys: A Guide to Analysis Using R. Wiley. 719 
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 722 

Tables: 723 
 724 

 725 

       Agree Rather agree Rather not agree Don't agree 

The thought experiment was easy to imagine 57.46% 32.58% 8.11% 1.85% 

The percentage of hay was easy to estimate 67.58% 24.80% 6.02% 1.61% 

It was a pleasure supporting research on evaluation 64.29% 28.17% 6.02% 1.52% 

     Table A1.1: Responses to debriefing questions. 
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RCT presented 

first  
  

upRCT presented 

first  
  All  

  

Acceptance RCT 27% 
 

20% 
 

23%  

 
Acceptance upRCT 56% 

 
33% 

 
43%  

 
 

 

       Table A1.2: Acceptance of the RCT and the upRCT of respondents who considered thought 

experiment as ‘easy to imagine’. Compare to Table 3 from the main text. Number of 

respondents: 716 (some respondents did not reply to all questions). 
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 730 

 731 

  RCT presented first   upRCT presented first All   

RCT 

      Mean 93% 

 

95% 

 

94% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th percentile 100%   100%   100%   

upRCT 

      Mean 95% 

 

95% 

 

95% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th percentile 100%   100%   100%   

Difference upRCT-RCT 

    Mean 2.1 *** -0.1   0.9 ** 

       Table A1.3: Percentage of hay production for all respondents who considered it easy to 

estimate the percentage of hay production. The stated average treatment effect on the 

treated is 100% minus the stated hay production. Compare to Table 5 from the main text. 
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 736 

‘Refrain from 

silage’ payment 

Milk 

producer 

Organic 

farm 

Farms in 

population 

Responding farms in 

sample 

Farms represented by 

respondent 

up to 902 € No No 3,051 241 12.66 

above 902 € No No 244 21 11.62 

up to 902 € Yes No 726 57 12.74 

above 902 € Yes No 2,763 248 11.14 

up to 902 € No Yes 1,475 197 7.49 

above 902 € No Yes 449 96 4.68 

up to 902 € Yes Yes 259 26 9.96 

above 902 € Yes Yes 2,054 364 5.64 

      Table A2.4: Strata used for post-stratification. Population values were calculated from the IACS 

database.  
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RCT presented 

first  

upRCT 

presented first  
All  

Acceptance RCT 28% 18% 23% 

Acceptance upRCT 52% 32% 42% 

 

Table A2.5: Post-stratified acceptance of the RCT and the upRCT. Compare to 

Table 3 from the main text. 
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RCT:     upRCT:   

Accept because … 

  

Accept because … 

 … it is important prove the effect of 

the measure 46% 

 

… it is important prove the 

effect of the measure 48% 

… I can easily forgo the payment (e.g., 

because it is so low) 34% 

 

… it results in an advantage 

for me 35% 

Other reasons 29% 

 

Other reasons 26% 

Do not accept because … 

  

Do not accept because … 

 … it is unfair 52% 

 

… it is unfair 31% 

… it results in a disadvantage for me 57% 

 

… it doesn’t make sense to 

pay unconditional 

premiums 71% 

… I have counted on the payment (e.g., 

for investments) 51% 

   

… I am generally against checking the 

effect of measures 4% 

 

… I am generally against 

checking the effect of 

measures 3% 

Other reasons 19%   Other reasons 19% 
Note: More than one answer was possible 

     Table A2.6: Post-stratified reasons for accepting the RCT and the upRCT. Compare to 

Table 4 from the main text. 
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RCT 

presented 

first   upRCT presented first All   

RCT 

      Mean 90% 

 

93% 

 

92% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th percentile 99%   100%   100%   

upRCT 

      Mean 93% 

 

94% 

 

94% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th percentile 100%   100%   100%   

Difference upRCT-RCT 

    Mean 2.6 *** 1.2 ** 1.9 *** 
Note: For the mean difference from zero, *** represents 1% significance and **5% significance 

Table A2.7: Post-stratified percentage of hay production. The stated treatment effect on the 

treated is 100% minus the stated hay production. Compare to Table 5 from the main text. 
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 745 

  RCT presented first   upRCT presented first All   

RCT 

      Mean 91% 

 

91% 

 

91% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

100% 

 25th 

percentile 100%   100%   100%   

upRCT 

      Mean 91% 

 

91% 

 

91% 

 Median 100% 

 

100% 

 

95% 

 25th 

percentile 99%   90%   100%   

Difference upRCT-RCT 

    Mean 2.4 *** -0.3   1.6   
Note: For the mean difference from zero, *** represents 1% significance and **5% significance. 

Table A3.8: Hay production percentage for respondents who would accept to participate in an 

upRCT (n= 275) or an RCT (n=530). The difference in the last line is calculated using those who 

would accept both (n=179). The stated average treatment effect on the treated is 100% minus the 

stated hay production. Compare to Table 5 from the main text. 
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